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“The choirs sounded bright 
and clear!” 
The Deutsche Bank 
Choral Society and Orchestra 

In the former Deutsche Bank headquarters in cosmopolitan 
Berlin, the choral society and orchestra were an integral part 
of the corporate culture. Even though the tradition was not 
continued post 1945, it is worth taking a look back at these 
two in-house associations.

Concert by the Deutsche Bank 
Choral Society in 1930
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Both the choral society and the orchestral society at Deutsche Bank were 
instigated by Max Steinthal (1850-1940), a Member of the Deutsche Bank 
Management Board. The two cultural societies for head office staff with 
a keen interest in music and song were established using funds from a 
foundation set up by Steinthal in 1898, whose assets Steinthal topped up 
on two occasions. In the very year the foundation came into being, which 
coincided with Steinthal’s 25th anniversary at the Bank, the singers thanked 
him for his benevolence with a show of ceremonial songs.

Steinthal maintained his connection with the two societies as “protector” for 
many years, supporting them on several occasions with generous donations. 
The foundation’s revenues were used to buy sheet music, cover concert 
overheads and pay fees charged by (external) conductors. Furthermore, to 
mark the 25th anniversary of the two societies the Management Board 
donated a Bechstein grand piano.

In the first few years of their existence, the Bank’s other top executives failed 
to take the societies seriously enough, at least according to the estimations 
of their mentor Steinthal. At any rate, prior to a choral and orchestral concert 
Steinthal felt obliged to voice his displeasure at the lack of interest on the 
part of his colleagues. On April 10, 1905 he approached Carl Michalowsky, 
his Board colleague in charge of personnel: “As you are aware, I am endeavor-
ing to strengthen the sense of solidarity among the staff at Deutsche Bank, 
among other things by supporting the long-standing choral society, and an 
orchestral society, which was formed at my instigation. I usually attend the 
concerts these societies give; I believe I am right in saying that even if they 
are qualified to attend, the presence of precisely our more senior employees 
is suffering from the fact that the remaining directors appear to show no 
interest whatever; only seldom has one or other of the gentlemen attended 
a concert, once Mankiewitz was in attendance and another time Gwinner. 
I personally consider a society, in which members of our staff have an oppor-
tunity to get to know one another more closely, extremely preferable in the 
interest both of the officials and Deutsche Bank.” 
Regrettably there is no record of Michalowsky’s response, nor is it known 
whether similarly blunt letters were sent to the other Board colleagues.

In contrast to the choir, the orchestra was forced to bring its activities to 
a halt for a while, presumably as a result of conscription in the First World 
War. In 1925 it was restructured and provided with new instruments. 
Ever since the staff journal “Monthly Journals for the Employees of 
Deutsche Bank” began appearing in October 1927, staff could read about 
the performances by the choir and orchestra in regular in-house reports. 
Independent music critics were engaged to write the concert reviews 
and on the whole they judged the performances rather favorably: “The 
orchestra’s sound has become more refined, their confidence as a unit 
more pronounced, and they have gained much experience, such that the 
society can be sure to move on to greater things. Beethoven’s Coriolan 
Overture, the interlude and ballet music for Schubert’s ‘Rosamunde’, and 
Mendelssohn’s piano concerto in G minor are all in preparation.” However, 
the areas in which there was room for improvement were also listed in 
detail. According to one review of a choral concert in 1930: “Next time the 
first tenor could perhaps be a little more reserved with the open vowels 
on the loud high notes.”

We can no longer ascertain whether female employees were ever members 
of the choral society, as concert programs were only retained from the mid-
1920s onwards. In later years it was known only as the Deutsche Bank Male 
Choir. Following the example set by the Head Office in Berlin, employees in 
the Cologne and Breslau branches also established their own choirs in 1927 
and 1928 respectively. Orchestral ensembles were also set up at local level, 
for example in Wuppertal.

Concert program from 1898 for 
the “protector” of the choir and 
orchestra Max Steinthal

Max Steinthal, Member of the 
Management Board
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Both the head office vocalists and orchestra held their rehearsals (which on 
average around 50 singers attended) on the premises of the bank’s own 
Employees’ Club on Behrenstrasse. From 1903 onwards, Günther Freuden-
berg, a teacher at the Stern Conservatory in Berlin, was responsible for the 
singers’ training. After attending a concert at the Berlin Academy of Music,
the reviewer Karl Westermeyer commented: “As far as I can judge the 
concert evening, the overall result was pleasingly good. The choirs sounded 
bright and clear, the many parts functioning as a whole, carefully prepared 
with regards to both rhythm and musical presentation. The employees of 
Deutsche Bank can certainly be extremely satisfied with their choral society 
for it can hold its own in Berlin, a city that certainly has high standards.”

After the merger with Disconto-Gesellschaft, which had had a choir of its 
own since 1897, the vocal ensembles of the two banks were joined together.
In 1931 the difficult economic situation was cited as the reason for the 
dwindling number of concert-goers: “Nowadays only the privileged can afford
 to attend a major symphony concert or solo performances. At this year’s 
winter concert the choral society of employees of Deutsche Bank and Disconto-
Gesellschaft also suffered from the serious economic situation with the 
number of empty seats in Academy of Music auditorium clearly noticeable.”

Report in the staff journal about a 
concert given by the associations 
in 1930

 

Deutsche Bank orchestral society 
around 1929
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Information provided by the rather scarce notes about concert programs tells 
us that the repertoires of the choir and orchestra comprised primarily works 
of German Classicism and Romanticism. In the late fall of 1932, for example, 
the Orchestral Society staged a Wagner-Liszt evening; a major challenge 
given the high demands both composers make on the orchestra. It appears 
that the lay musicians had reached their limits with the repertoire, as the 
reserved critique in the staff journal implies: “rhythmically sound and a 
decent reproduction”. Even before 1933, they scarcely covered 
contemporary works.

Under the Nazi regime news of the two societies became more and more 
sparse. As members of the Reichsmusikkammer (Reich Chamber of Music) 
established in 1933, the choir and orchestra were required to “support and 
promote the endeavors of the Reichsmusikkammer with regards to reshap-
ing musical life in Germany”.

On behalf of the National Socialist commercial cell, another instrumental 
group was founded in 1935, the Deutsche Bank Entertainment Orchestra” 
for the “nurturing of traditional German music”. Mandolin, harmonica, guitar 
and accordion players learned a repertoire of popular works. The highlight of 
the commercial cell’s work came in 1936 when the Entertainment Orchestra 
performed a musical radio interval signal (for the broadcaster Volkssender 
Berlin). As opposed to the orchestral society, the Entertainment Orchestra 
hardly had any great artistic ambitions. Rather, it existed in order to “bring 
ever more life of some form or other to our company “.
The announcement of a gala concert by the choral society in October 1940 
is the last record mentioning the musical activities at the Berlin head office, 
which were put to an end by the War. After 1945 music ensembles were 
founded in individual branches of the Bank, and in later years abroad as well, 
for example the Deutsche Bank Singers in London established in 2004. 

Deutsche Bank chamber orchestra 
in Wuppertal, 1935

 The choral society and the or-
chestral society performed at the 
Deutsche Bank ball in the Berlin 
Philharmonie in 1928 
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40 years ago: 
Business addresses 
throughout the world 

For Deutsche Bank, 1973 was a truly international year, with 
foreign representative offices opening in London, Moscow, 
Madrid and Sydney. 

On account of its experiences in two world wars, which had almost annihi-
lated its foreign business, Deutsche Bank was initially very cautious in its 
approach to a direct presence outside Germany. 
The first representative offices abroad were set up together with its sub-
sidiary for Latin American business, the Deutsche Ueberseeische Bank. 
Otherwise, Deutsche Bank relied on what was known as club banking when 
it came to business outside Germany. Becoming a member of the European 
Advisory Committee, an association of several European banks launched in 
1963, from which the EBIC later emerged, Deutsche Bank was attempting to 
reestablish its foreign contacts. In the early 1970s, however, Deutsche Bank 
also began opening offices under its own name in major financial centers.

London

They started the ball rolling in London in 1973. The entire Management Board, 
as well as the Chairman of the Supervisory Board, Hermann Josef Abs, 
travelled there to witness the opening of the representative office on January 
16. After all the event had a particular poignancy to it, taking place 100 years 
after the opening of the former London branch, which had to close in World 
War I. Thus this was the Bank’s indication that it intended to be present in 
Europe’s leading financial center once again. The new representative office 
was located in a building on Great St Helen’s, in the direct vicinity of the Bank 
of England. At a press conference, CEO Franz Heinrich Ulrich emphasized 
London’s importance as financial center, which alongside Great Britain’s 
recent accession to the European Community had been a decisive facto in 
Deutsche Bank’s decision to return to the City. Ulrich’s hope of the 

In 1973, the Bank’s Management 
Board gathered in front of the 
building housing the representative 
office 

Advertisement for the opening of 
the representative office in London
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Deutsche Bank share being quickly listed on the London Stock Exchange was, 
however, not fulfilled until July 1976. This was six months after the representa-
tive office had been turned into a branch office, a milestone in the foreign 
business of Deutsche Bank. For the first time since 1945 a full branch had 
been established that was able to conduct active business. A “London Team” 
was set up to work on preparations for the opening of the branch, whose 
members included Ellen Ruth Schneider-Lenné, later a member of the Manage-
ment Board. The bedrock of the office’s business was formed by German 
companies operating in Great Britain. It also built up client relationships with 
British companies. Foreign exchange and money market trading were also of 
importance. 
Economic growth and the liberalization of the financial markets in Great Britain 
in the 1980s boosted business. With more than 7,000 staff members London 
is today the biggest Deutsche Bank operation outside Germany.

Moscow

The opening of the Moscow representative office on March 19, 1973 was 
also of enormous symbolic importance. For the first time in its history 
Deutsche Bank was present at the heart of the Soviet Union. Even before 
the Transit and Basic Treaty between West Germany and the Warsaw Pact 
states in May 1972, which ushered in a new era in trade relations between 
the USSR and the Federal Republic of Germany, namely since 1970, 
Deutsche Bank had been working towards the successful revival of the 
tradition of the 12 “Russia consortiums” as seen in the inter-war period by 
means of a heavy involvement in major financing deals for natural gas 
pipelines. This enabled the USSR to tap parts of its enormous natural gas 
reserves and with the help of the western technology build a pipeline net-
work. The resulting increase in the export of natural gas produced a 
considerable rise in foreign exchange revenue. German companies supplied 
large pipes and pipeline accessories. With Deutsche Bank acting as the 
lead, the various bank consortiums ensured the financing through loans to 
the Bank for Foreign Trade of the USSR to the value of around 7.5 billion 
Deutschmarks in total. Several western banks also opened representative 
offices in the Soviet Union around this time; Crédit Lyonnais, Deutsche Bank 
and Dresdner Bank almost simul-taneously in the spring of 1973 in Moscow. 
Soon there was a race to see which western bank would be the first to open 
a branch office there. Awarded in alphabetical order, Deutsche Bank was 
awarded License no. 2. 
“Western banks storming Moscow”, one newspaper wrote. At this time, 
when the entire banking system in the USSR was subject to state control, 
the most important partner was the Bank for Foreign Trade of the USSR. 
In 1998, 25 years later, the Deutsche Bank Russia subsidiary put 
Deutsche Bank’s business activities in Russia on a new footing.

 Ostoshenka 23, the first location of 
the representative office in Moscow 

Advertisement for the opening of 
the representative office in Moscow

In 33 Great St. Helen’s 
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Madrid

On April 4, 1973, a mere two weeks after the Moscow office, Deutsche Bank 
opened its representative office in Madrid. The Bank’s diverse business 
relations with Spain dated back to the late 19th century. The spokesman of 
the Management Board Ulrich faced journalists’ questions at a press con-
ference. At the time of the opening, the Federal Republic of Germany was 
Spain’s biggest trading partner after the USA. Deutsche Bank acted as 
manager or co-manager for numerous securities flotations by Spanish 
companies abroad, for example bonds of Spanish interstate companies 
(Autopistas Concesionaria Espanola, Europistas Concesionaria Espanola, 
Institute Nacional de Industria, Autopistas del Mare Nostrum). The brief 
for the representative office in Madrid was to strengthen Deutsche Bank’s 
links to the Iberian market, but primarily to advise German companies 
investing in Spain. 

In 1979 the Madrid representative office became a branch office and the 
Bank’s presence in Spain has been continually expanding since that time. 
Following the acquisition of two Spanish banks, Banco Comercial Trans-
atlántico, in which Deutsche Bank had had a stake since as long ago 
as 1968, and Banco de Madrid, in 1994 these became part of the newly 
founded subsidiary Deutsche Bank Sociedad Anónima Española. 
With one fell swoop Deutsche Bank had over 250 branches in Spain.

Sydney

Last but not least, on August 29, 1973, a representative office of Deutsche Bank 
opened its doors in the Australian business center of Sydney. Alfred Herrhausen,
a member of the Management Board, outlined the reasons behind this decision 
at a press conference: The representative office in Sydney was to nurture and 
expand business relations within the Pacific region, which quickly gaining 
importance. From 1967 onwards, Deutschmark-based bonds worth around 
1 billion Deutschmarks were issued for Australia and Australian companies 
on the international capital market, for each of which Deutsche Bank acted 
as the lead of the consortium. Together with several international banks 
Deutsche Bank had had a stake in the Euro-Pacific Finance Corporation Ltd.
in Melbourne since as far back as 1970. In two stages (in 1989 and 1992) 
the Bank took over Bank Bain & Company, which had been founded 
in 1887. 

Press conference for the opening of 
the representative office in Madrid
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In 1998 the Bank’s Australian activities were absorbed into a company by the 
name of Deutsche Bank (Australia). The Bankers Trust business in Australia, 
which had been established in the 1960s, was sold following the merger 
in 1999.

By the end of the late 1970s Deutsche Bank had come a long way in terms 
of its foreign presence. The representative offices in London and Madrid had 
become branch offices, while the integration of Deutsche Ueberseeische Bank 
had created branches in Buenos Aires, São Paulo and Tokyo. Further offices 
opened in Antwerp, Brussels, Hong Kong, Milan, New York, and Paris. 

Lost and Found

“The ABC of the London Agency”. Greetings from the London Branch 
in the anniversary leaflet for Deutsche Bank‘s 25th anniversary in 1895.

In August 1973 the Members of 
the Management Board Hans-Otto 
Thierbach and Alfred Herrhausen 
(1st and 2nd from left) went to 
Sydney for the opening of the 
representative office
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